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Abstract:
Brain Drain is an integral part of globalization, and constitutes a significant challenge for least developed countries undergoing processes of modernization. Traditionally, Brain Drain has been seen as a zero sum game that makes the rich richer, and the poor, poorer. Globalization has led to an increased international demand for skilled labour. Brain Drain suggests an unequal distribution of advantages and disadvantages of global migration. However, this unequal distribution could effectively be reverted if immediate action is taken, challenges to host and source countries are identified, and policies are adopted to revert its negative effects.
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Resumen:
La fuga de talentos es una parte integral del proceso de globalización y se presenta con un reto para países en procesos de modernización. Tradicionalmente, la fuga de talentos ha sido vista como un juego de suma cero que hace al rico más rico y al pobre más pobre. La globalización ha traído consigo una mayor demanda de capital altamente calificado, y aunque la fuga de talentos efectivamente trae consigo un sinnúmero de desventajas, estas pueden ser revertidas si se toman acciones concretas en los países emisores.
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Fuga de cérebros
Efeitos sociais e políticos nos países da América Latina

Resumo:
A fuga de talentos é uma parte integral do processo de globalização e se apresenta como um reto para os países em processo de modernização. Tradicionalmente, a fuga de talentos tem sido vista como um jogo de soma zero que faz mais rico ao rico e mais pobre ao pobre. A globalização tem trazido consigo uma maior demanda de capital altamente qualificado, e ainda que a fuga de talentos efetivamente traga consigo um sem-número de desvantagens, estas podem ser revertidas caso sejam executadas ações concretas nos países emissores.

Palavras-chave: fuga de talentos, América Latina, globalização, migração qualificada, migração.

Introduction
As a result of the end of the Cold War the world underwent a major restructuring process that has led to important social, economic, cultural and political changes within countries. The process of globalization has accelerated redefining space, inter-state relations, and access to new markets. This has led to a widespread use of new information technologies and an increase in migration due to the adoption of open border policies adopted in regions such as the European Union, and deliberate policies in developed countries to attract highly-skilled migration to compensate for their increasingly ageing population and internal brain drain processes. Migration has generated tensions between nations, and many theories have been developed to explain the reason why people migrate and the impact it has on both host and
source countries, and whether migration should be restricted, encouraged, or limited. Migration, as any other social phenomenon, is diversified and has a complex nature, therefore it differs from country to country, and from time to time which makes it even harder to make generalisations about its possible effects in countries. A phenomenon that invariably accompanies migration is “Human Capital Flight”, commonly referred to as “Brain Drain”. This term has been used to refer to the international mobility of highly skilled persons that emigrate from less developed countries to developed ones in search of a better future.

Brain drain is an integral part of the process of globalization, and constitutes a significant challenge for those least developed countries undergoing processes of modernization and globalization. This has brought about an important debate about its positive and negative effects in host and source countries. However, understanding its consequences for migrants, countries involved and those who are left behind in source countries is a complex task due to the lack of reliable migration statistics, and the fact that a proper breakdown by educational attainment of migrants is not yet available.

Brain drain is not a new phenomenon, nowadays more and more skilled people are on the move to obtain skills and jobs not available in their home countries, and this trend is likely to continue in the future. Traditionally, brain drain has been seen as a zero sum game that makes the rich richer, and the poor, poorer. It has also been a topic widely discussed in international relations literature where views range from considering it as a curse for developing countries; to considering it as a positive phenomenon for such countries.

What remains true is that globalization has led to an increased international demand for skilled labour, and developed countries extensively use science and technology, and they have attracted most of the highly-skilled migration. Brain drain suggests an unequal distribution of advantages and disadvantages of global migration. However, this unequal distribution could effectively be reverted if immediate action is taken in developing countries; adoption of proper policies and a correct understanding of such phenomenon are carried out. The aim of this essay will be to identify the challenges brain drain poses to both host and source countries, and to suggest policies that should be adopted to revert the negative effects of brain drain.
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1. What is Brain Drain?

The term was coined by the British Royal Society to refer to the exodus of scientists and technologists from the United Kingdom to Canada and the United States in the 50s and 60s. It is now used to refer to the emigration of a nation’s most highly skilled individuals. The term gained wide usage in the late 60s and has undergone a recent revival as migration has accelerated again due to the growth of intensive knowledge and information activities. Developed economies have openly set out to poach talent using a range of incentives and institutional mechanisms to attract skilled migrants.

The earlier literature of the 60s tended to downplay negative externalities. The one of the 70s, stated that brain drain was negative as it was a zero-sum game. Recent literature is less pessimistic: while recognising the importance of brain drain for economic development, it also says it can positively affect host and source countries as it can stimulate education and economic growth. These recent findings permit a rather more nuanced and different view on this phenomenon. Early international interest in causes and consequences of brain drain resulted in debates and resolutions in the United Nations starting from 1967; however this debate dissipated during the 80s and was rarely heard again until the 90s when it was reintroduced in policymaking and academic circles. Recent theories resulting from this debate have found some level of emigration may actually stimulate education and spur development. There are some scholars that prefer to use the term of Highly Skilled Migration instead of brain drain, however problems arise when trying to differentiate between highly skilled migration and general or low skilled migration. The only subjective difference is that in highly skilled migration or brain drain implies human capital or expertise that move with the migrant.

After the WWII, the idea that western universities and the US in particular, should become the model to follow intellectually and professionally strengthened in all those countries seeking modernisation. This process was accompanied by brain drain flows as highly skilled migrants started to emigrate causing important human resources losses to their countries of origin. Between 1990 and 2000, the brain drain phenomenon has been a matter of considerable concern for many countries. However, the debate on brain drain has recently revived and there is a growing consensus that it can actually stimulate education and spur development. Recent theories resulting from this debate have found some level of emigration may actually stimulate education and spur development.
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2000, total number of international migrants increased from 154 to 175 millions, and those holding tertiary education grew 111% from 1990 to 2008.

Many explanations to why people migrate have been presented, however, when considering migrating; a potential migrant will only do it when the expected benefits exceed the costs. Benefits may include higher wages, greater freedom, economic and social mobility, escaping persecution, and pursuing better careers. Costs include physical and psychological costs such as leaving family and familiarity behind, difficulty in assimilating into receiving countries, and perceived loss of culture. People migrate as they cannot improve their living standards in their home countries. Migration policies can also foster it, such is the case of the Labour Market Test enforced by some European countries, as in the case of Germany and the green card that targets highly skilled migrants from non-EU countries. Migration can then be influenced by a combination of factors that include economic, institutional or personal ones. In the 90s developed countries starting suffering from scarcity of qualified workers in the field of computing, engineering, health and accounting and started to facilitate the hiring process of foreign workers. According to the push and pull theory, the reasons why people migrate can broadly be divided into two categories: push factors are endogenous circumstances in source countries that encourage people's migration such as unemployment, corruption, war, political persecution, reduced government funding, absence of social programmes. According to Gibson, brain drain rates are higher in countries with fractionalisation, political instability and high crime rates. Pull factors are those that make host countries more attractive for migrants such as flexible immigration policies, higher salaries, better career opportunities and gaining a greater degree of freedom. Migration can also respond to personal factors such as the presence of relatives in the host countries or falling in love with someone from another country. Solimano and Tesón identify the current knowledge explosion in developed countries as their demand for capital, talent and skilled workers combined with poor conditions in source countries as incentive to migrate.

Assessing and calculating the phenomenon of brain drain is not an easy task due to the complexity of it, and the fact that current data available do not permit a breakdown analysis. The World Bank
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estimates that for a country to talk about brain drain, 10% of its inhabitants with higher studies should have left.\textsuperscript{23} There is an absence of systematic and reliable data on migratory patterns, and migrants’ characteristics. The UNDP (United Nations Development Programme) evaluates on a regular basis the number of international migrants, and so does the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) however both give no detail about migrants’ education levels. The first serious attempt to put together a harmonised international data set on migration by education levels is due to Carrington and Detragiache from the IMF (International Monetary Fund).\textsuperscript{24} Dócquier y Marfouk\textsuperscript{25} present the most comprehensive data on bilateral migration to date, however current statistics are still not perfect and are unable to trace who leaves the country, where they go, and what they do. It is still impossible to know how many people stay or come back, and the US is so far the only country that offers detailed data on migrants. The EU is moving towards the same system; however it is not implemented yet.\textsuperscript{26}

There is a current debate whether the right to migrate is a human right or not. David Miller\textsuperscript{27}, a well-known opponent of open borders argues that freedom of movement does not have a universal value, but only as much as it protects vital interests and basic rights, and the line should be drawn between freedoms people have as a matter of right, and what is called bare freedoms that do not warrant that kind of protection. Josep Carens\textsuperscript{28} on the other hand, remarks that every reason why one might want to move within a state may also be a reason to move abroad. One may want another job, one might fall in love with someone from another country, and one might wish to pursue opportunities not available somewhere else. Following the thought of Miller, highly skilled migration should only be allowed if one’s country is in danger in a country, either by poverty, persecution, or other severe circumstances. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights\textsuperscript{29} and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights\textsuperscript{30} grant the right to migrate, article 13 of the UNDHR states that everyone is endowed with the rights to physical movement, and residence within the border if a state and everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own. Therefore, when people cannot pursue a decent life in their home countries they should have the right to migrate.

2. Social, Political and Economic Effects of Brain Drain

It is estimated that around 180 million people, 3.5% of the world’s population, are living in countries in which they were not born. Rapidly declining transport and communications costs, as well as flexible migration policies and making it easier for people to migrate and harder for governments to restrain migratory flows.\(^{31}\) International migrants are usually well-educated: 67% of those in the US and 88% in OECD countries hold a secondary education or higher.\(^{32}\) They also tend to be better educated than the rest of the population in their home countries. Traditionally unskilled migration is presented as generating huge gains for migrants, families, and sending countries. On the contrary, high skilled migration is usually blamed for depriving less developed countries of human capital\(^ {33}\) this hinders economic development. There have been multiple approaches trying to define the extent to which this phenomenon is beneficial or detrimental to host and source countries. On one hand, the economic approach suggests that brain drain allocates human resources efficiently as it puts talents to their best and highest use;\(^ {34}\) and on the other hand we have the approach that depicts brain drain as detrimental to a country’s economic, social, and professional development. Reality is that brain drain continues to be a major concern from many countries, and its effects are now being felt in developed countries where workers are feeling threatened by large amounts of skilled labour force entering their countries.\(^ {35}\)

Countries that are most concerned with brain drain tend to be less developed ones that are in need of serious reforms in healthcare, education, politics, and environment, unfortunately those most suitable and likely to bring about such reforms tend to be the most likely to be internationally marketable.\(^ {36}\) Therefore the ongoing debate about brain drain reveals important areas of improvement and consensus that ought to form the basis of action. Terms like brain exchange, brain gain, and optimal brain gain\(^ {37}\) have recently been used to further describe the fact that brain drain can take different forms and scenarios. The latter two are used to describe countries that manage to keep brain drain on healthy levels or that have successfully brought back their migrants.

What are, overall, some of the effects brain drain has in source and host countries? For many authors the international mobility of workers is perceived as a key issue in economic development.\(^ {38}\)
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The OECD estimated in 2008,\textsuperscript{39} that more than half of its countries have a stock of immigrants that exceeds 10\% of their population, and the share of skilled workers is increasing over time. Dócquier and Marfouk\textsuperscript{40} estimate that between 1990 and 2000, the proportion of skilled workers over total migrants raised from 26\% to 29\%.

Two blocs of countries can be identified, one formed by countries that import highly skilled migrants, led by the US which hires around 30\% of it, followed by Europe that has started to develop policies to attract foreign students, researchers and IT workers. In 2000, for example, Germany launched a programme to recruit 20,000 foreign specialists. By the end of 2001 half of those places had been filled mainly by eastern Europeans.\textsuperscript{41} The other bloc is formed by those countries exporting highly skilled people such as China, India, eastern Europe and Latin America. Receiving countries are generally seen as gaining from brain drain as they gain technology, expertise, and a presence of vibrant international communities that may produce new business opportunities abroad, which in turn may lead to an increase in their exports and further economic development. However, not everything is positive for host countries. Current debate on migration in developed countries goes beyond unskilled labour, illegal migrants, and economic calculations. Recent events such as 9/11 and its aftermath, have ignited national identity and security passions, which have resulted in stricter immigration policies, such is the case of post 9/11 US. Since 9/11, the US has sought to limit the access of some foreign students and visitors for scientific knowledge thought to be of potential use of terrorists. A form of xenophobia has emerged leading to stereotyping of certain migrant groups. This trend is expected to continue, and could eventually lead to intellectual protectionism.\textsuperscript{42}

Nationalism, nationhood, and security are becoming important topics again in developed countries as migration could be considered a hindrance to native population’s well-being and professional development. An excessive number of highly skilled migrants can also lead to loss of opportunities for natives; they could end up facing up a decline in wages, and an increase in competition. Local conditions in developed countries may also pose a challenge as well; the European fiscal system is especially strict with those with high salaries, this, may in turn, cause that native highly skilled people decide to emigrate in search of better opportunities. Finally, having an important presence of migrants that still have strong links with their home countries may also create the risk of valuable knowledge being transferred to competitors.

Traditionally, in source countries, brain drain has always been associated with its negative effects, namely decrease in governmental investment, and a loss in human resources that are highly qualified.

\textsuperscript{40} Dócquier, F. and A. Marfouk, 2006.
This loss is worse as those who leave are characterised by their intelligence and capacity. As a result, the source country presents a reduction in human capital that is going to be enjoyed by host countries, a decrease in productivity, competitively, and a loss in social welfare.

Brain drain also induces distortions on sending labour markets resulting in a decrease in welfare. People who leave no longer participate in their home economic activity, which in the long run, may reduce long-term growth perspectives. Brain drain also presents a public finance as governments subsidize the training of people anticipating the gains, however, when these people leave, the investment yields a return to host rather than source countries. This loss is known as Free Riding. However, one of the most striking negative effects of brain drain is emigration surpluses that are when the sending countries suffer from shortages in critical sectors such as education and health. These losses constitute the drain in the brain drain.

Positive effects of brain drain have often been overlooked and misunderstood. High skilled migration benefits the migrants themselves, the knowledge-producing community, and the global economy as a whole. Managed wisely it can also benefit many less developed countries. Around 37% of the legal migration stock in OECD countries falls into the highly skilled one. While it is true that recent IMF and World Bank studies have consistently found a high correlation between education and legal migration, this does not necessarily impact source countries negatively: prospects of migration induce the desire for skills and education, especially when the payoffs are bigger than opportunities at home. This in turn, may also lead to greater investment in skills and education. Migration can also precipitate knowledge spill-overs from host countries to source countries. Migration to study abroad in democratic countries has also shown to increase democracy in source countries. Many important independence leaders have been trained abroad.

We cannot always assume either that migrants’ experience is more satisfactory in host countries. Standard of living should not be equated to quality of life. This implies lengths of hours worked, ease with which they can communicate to their home countries, time spent commuting, how satisfied they are with climate, levels of taxation, and access to social services. There is also the widespread assumption that highly skilled workers use up their skills upon arrival to host countries, however strong evidence shows that highly skilled workers often take low-skill jobs. This phenomenon is known as brain waste, and it is usually accompanied by a deskilling process. This may lead to migrants returning to source countries, and individuals returning with physical and human capital earned abroad are
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more productive.\textsuperscript{49} In India, Taiwan, and several eastern European countries thousands of migrants have returned bringing home new knowledge, capital and fresh contacts. In the case migrants decide to stay in host countries, when connections are fostered, they can yield a flow back that can boost growth as expatriate networks can lead to collaborative ventures, knowledge and technology transfers.\textsuperscript{50} This is known as Diaspora externalities.

In host countries, there has been an emergence of family associations and investments from migrants towards source countries that has created a strong community feeling around a nationality and shared professions. This can stimulate trade and boost exports in source countries as migrants usually retain preference for those goods they grew up with and are likely to import items they know. Migrants can also generate beneficial effects on productivity and technology diffusion. India claims to lose two billion dollars worth in brains a year, yet, without it, it could have never created such a flourishing software industry. India has heavily invested in science and technology that has been primed in the US. Thanks to their links back home, outsourcing software design to India has created a major industry bringing yearly revenues of around six billion dollars, 3 times more than what it loses.\textsuperscript{51}

Remittances also constitute an important channel through which brain drain may generate positive effects as they often made a significant contribution to GDP. In 2000, the three largest remittance receivers were India, Turkey and Mexico.\textsuperscript{52} However, although remittances may have a multiplier effect to increase national income, it can be quite substantial as education tends to reduce the likelihood a worker remits.\textsuperscript{53} Highly educated migrants are more acculturated into the host society, and, hence, less committed to source countries.\textsuperscript{54}

Internal brain drain is also another negative effect of brain drain. It is used to refer to people who stay in their home countries but work and produce for foreign firms or institutions. They embrace non-national priorities and their productivity is being taken advantage of by others. This phenomenon can affect both host and source countries.

4. Brain Drain and Latin America

Latin America is a region that is far from being homogenous. It is a region kept apart by economics and politics and only brought together by its culture and linguistic affinity. It has recently become an emigra-
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tion continent, and brain drain has constantly been included in governmental and educational agendas. Starting in the mid-nineteenth century, Argentina, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Brazil and Mexico became a privileged destination for Italians, Germans and Spaniards. By and large these were highly educated. However, economic crisis and military regimes in some Latin American countries reversed the previous brain gain Europeans have brought. Political repression and dictatorships in the seventies and eighties triggered migration in countries such as Haiti, one of the poorest countries in Latin America that has lost many of its scarce human resources to the US. Almost all medical doctors have left. El Salvador, due to a 20-year civil war, has lost about half of its population to the US as well; however, compared to Haiti, its economy is picking up and has created a complex web of connections between individuals in both countries, and remittances are a very large source of foreign exchange. Argentina, being amongst the five richest countries in the region, started to lose some of its best brains after mismanagement and economic crisis that followed the fall of Peron in the seventies.

Latin American regular migration has also risen in the last decade, and has undergone transformation as it now responds to professional and family motives rather than to political ones as in the seventies. On one hand there are countries whose number of qualified migrants in relation to their total population is superior to their regional average as it is the case of Argentina, Chile, Venezuela, Panama and Mexico. Then those countries that despite having a good amount of highly qualified people cannot employ them as they lack facilities, resources, and in-situ educational opportunities as Haiti, and other Caribbean islands. Finally are those countries that have traditionally exported low-skilled workforce as Honduras, El Salvador and Nicaragua; this lack of homogeneity makes that the consequences of brain drain are perceived differently in different countries. In the case of Mexico, the increasing number of highly skilled migrants has been partially compensated by immigration: nearly 19% of the people settling down there have a college diploma.

The US is still the main magnet for Latin American talent. It attracts around 60% of highly skilled migration from Latin America. Mexico is the country that has most postgraduate people living in the US. This is because of its proximity and a large migrant network, and the fact that it is easier for Mexican people to migrate to the US. There are currently around 4,500 Mexicans teaching in the US, and around 30 out of 100 Mexican academicians have been formed in the US. This is roughly the same for many other Latin American countries. Many of the college educated people, who were born in Latin America, actually complete their education in the US.
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According to UNAM, (Autonomous National University of Mexico) around 5,000 scientists leave Mexico yearly for better opportunities elsewhere: Around 200,000 are now working in Canada, France, Argentina, Chile and Spain. There are other destinations emerging as magnets now, US immigration went down from 55% in 1999 to 43% in 2008 when China, Australia, and Western Europe started to attract Latin Americans. It is estimated that around 14% of Mexican university graduates were living abroad in 2000. Latin America has only 146,000 researchers, representing 3.5% of the worldwide number.

Not everything is better abroad for migrants, among Latin American migrants arriving in the US in the 90s and that held a college degree obtained at home, only 36% obtained a skilled job, another 26% had a semi-skilled job, which means that 40% had unskilled jobs in the US labour market. Three migrants out of ten are employed in occupations that do not match their profile. In the case of Mexican migrants, 75% are in this category. This is not the case for migrants from other countries: 70% of Chinese and Indian migrants with college diplomas have skilled jobs; this is due to the fact that for them the main path to enter the Us is through employment authorisation, which requires higher levels of human capital. So that Latin America can reduce the costs and take advantage of the benefits brain drain brings, it is necessary to develop policies aimed at preventing migration, encouraging return, and reintegration of migrants. Starting in the 1980s, Latin America started adopting strategies such as establishing quotas for scholarships, sanctions for those who did not return, and delaying migration through policies restricting migration. This is impractical as it infringes on basic human rights, and will do nothing but fuel discontent and illegal activities. According to classical liberal theory, a state has no moral claim to its citizens' knowledge as every man has a property in his own person, and the labour of his body is his property. As a result of this impracticability, in the 1990s governments launched programmes aimed at the returning of graduates, their retention and network building. In June 2005, Argentina’s Labour Ministry, the Chilean Foundation and the Institute for Mexicans Abroad ran separate meetings with expatriates to try to build bridges with them. One of the main hurdles to drawing talent back in Latin American ingrained culture of mistrust towards returning talent. People can look with fear and distrust at colleagues who return from successful careers abroad. Instead of hostility, there should be a mentality of change and a new policy of open doors. A second problem is that, in Mexico, as in many other Latin American countries, retention programmes have not been accompanied by effective labour policies, and therefore their efficiency has decreased. Only around 700 Mexican postgraduates have returned thanks to the Repatriation Programme of the CONACYT.
(National Council of Science and Technology), and it lacks yearly funding. In 1984, the SNI (National Researchers' System) was created as a way to improve income of academicians and preventing brain drain, however, very few of them are members. As long as structural disadvantages continue to exist in Latin American brain drain will continue to threaten stability and future of the region.

4. What can be done about it?

There is a positive view to brain drain that emphasises the gains over the drains, and that suggests the adoption of public policies to compensate for the losses. One such policies has been to delay migration by making public service mandatory, or inhibiting migration in either source or host countries. However such a policy depends on the host countries' willingness to enact a policy that goes against their best interests. This is not impossible, though, in post 9/11 US, due to heightened security concerns, only 74,000 visas were issued in security and technology in 2002, compared to 166,000 in 2001. We cannot always assume that this will be the case in the rest of the countries, and even if some host countries were willing to limit their high skilled migration, migrants will then go to those countries with no restrictions. Among other policies proposed to curb brain drain's negative effects are: subject migration to government's permission, adding years to education, establishing fiscal controls, such as taxing foreignearned income, and discontinue policies that lure talented migrants by refraining from direct recruitment upon studies completion.

In Brazil, for example, authorities have reacted more harshly towards brain drain. They have sought agreements with host countries to avoid granting visas to ex-grant students, and they have included clauses in grant agreements that demand the immediate return of the person after conclusion of studies. It also imposes the obligation to stay in the country for the same period of time the scholarship was granted. Students can be prosecuted if they do not return. However, academic institutions that offer a stimulating and competitive environment in Brazil are scarce. Graduates cannot be inserted effectively into the labour market. This questions the effectiveness of such policies, and the raises the need to reexamine their implementation as return migrants end up taking up low-skilled jobs, or work for institutions with no international links. It would probably be wiser to allow them to stay longer and have links with international institutions that are productive and dynamic as local conditions do not guarantee the correct use of knowledge acquired.

Source countries' governments must now become proactive and stop trying to control people who already left. Instead they should shift their focus to start finding ways to improve local conditions for the people remaining, and provide them with incentives to stay such as better salaries, working conditions, pursue economic and social policies that bring progress, freedom and prosperity; and adopt measures to strengthen relations with expatriates. Entrepreneurship allows developing countries to
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capitalize on supply chain relationships and direct investment. Strengthening ties with Diasporas may also prove to be beneficial for trade and export boost. Subsidizing the organization structure of highly skilled Diasporas and provide them with incentives to create educational, scientific, and commercial relationships with partners in home countries is one way to get the gains of brain drain. Source countries should also strengthen their capacity to absorb knowledge and extract benefits from it, and build stronger educational systems that are more responsive to the global knowledge economy. They should also take advantage of information technologies currently available such as distance learning; people do not need to move out anymore to have access to better opportunities, and this would also allow expatriates to share more easily what they have learnt.69

Conclusion

The whole idea behind brain drain is that when highly skilled people migrate, there is a shortage of people remaining with the ability to adequately develop the source country. Host countries gain extra skills and resources as it continues to become wealthier, while source countries lose highly skilled manpower.70 In an idealized world, free labour mobility would be efficient, and migration would respond to the rational choice theory: migrants would take decisions that are good for them, and an efficient allocation of resources would take place. However, this is not the case in the real world where brain drain is significantly affecting source countries, and highly skilled migration will persist as long as international inequalities remain unchanged. The smaller, and less developed the country is, the harder it will be for it to compete globally and retain skilled workforce.71 Therefore these countries need to work on improving conditions to provide greater incentives for local people to stay: better wages, changes in the political system, more modern health and education facilities, as well as creating a more suitable environment for businesses.72 As long as these remain unchanged, brain drain will not cease. These efforts need to be accompanied by a number of policies aimed at reducing brain drain’s negative effects.

The US has been the leader in receiving highly skilled migration, however the Canadians and Australians have further streamlined their admission policies to better compete, and so have the Irish, the English, and the Germans.73 Brain drain is not constrained to developing countries, the UK and Ireland ranked high in highly skilled migration to the US in the 90s, however; these countries have managed to compensate their losses by importing human capital from less developed countries. While it is true that many source countries have found in emigration a solution for social problems as they cannot meet the needs of higher education, neither can they offer better jobs for qualified people
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with studies abroad, and emigration sends away and otherwise critical population. They should focus on abandoning the zero-sum terminology, and stop using the term brain drain to refer to highly skilled migration. Policies aimed at obtaining benefits should seek the redistribution rather than limitation of migration. Source governments should also encourage linkages and partnerships between Diasporas and national institutions to allow migrants to become more socially and economically connected to their countries. They should also subsidize research, the possible return of migrants, promote the role of researchers, academicians, and scientists abroad, and link them nationally, as well as foster the development of virtual networks, and the use of new technologies. This could make reaping the benefits quicker than trying to change local conditions. Civil conflict, a dictatorship, deeply embedded corruption, poverty and unemployment cannot be overcome easily.

Policies adopted may also need to be tailored on a regional basis. Casual dismissal of brain drain realities is not right, and policymakers is both source and host countries should examine the balance sheet and implement policies that ensure that feedback effects yield a positive return to both over the long run.
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